
Pont du Gard 

 
Map 

Pont du Gard - (CTRL) Click the picture to see a 
360 view from the top of the aqueduct. The 
aqueduct, three-level aqueduct standing 50 m 
high, was constructed by the Romans in the 1st 
century AD and is the highest of all Roman 
aqueduct bridges and is the best preserved. The 
blocks of limestone were extracted using picks 
and sharp metal corners. It is the principal 
construction in a 50 km long aqueduct that 
supplied the city of Nimes, formerly known as 
Nemausus, with water. 
(CTRL) Click the title for a video. This video is a 
walk through the canal. 

Mount Vesuvius 

 
Map 

Pompeii Virtual Tour - Google Maps 
 
 

Mount Vesuvius - is best known for its eruption 
in AD 79 that led to the burying and destruction 
of the Roman cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum. 
It released a hundred thousand times the 
thermal energy released by the Hiroshima-
Nagasaki bombings. At noon on August 24, 79 
A.D., this pleasure and prosperity came to an 
end when the peak of Mount Vesuvius exploded, 
propelling a 10-mile mushroom cloud of ash and 
pumice into the stratosphere. 
(CTRL) Click the picture for a video. 

Speed Bumps 

 
Map 

Speed Bumps - Yes even in ancient times we 
liked to go fast. Notice the groves (made over 
time) in the stone road where drivers slammed 
on the breaks. These are in the city of Pompeii 

Pantheon 

 
Map Inside 

 
Inside the Pantheon 

Looking up at the oculus 

Pantheon - is a building in Rome, Italy, 
commissioned by Marcus Agrippa as a temple to 
all the gods of Ancient Rome, and rebuilt by 
Emperor Hadrian in about 126 AD. This giant 
dome, with its famous hole in the top (The eye 
of the Pantheon, or oculus). (Click the map 
inside) The dome was the largest in the world for 
1300 years and until today it remains the largest 
unsupported dome in the world! The diameter of 
the dome is 43.30 meters or 142ft.The exact 
composition of the material is still unknown and 
appears to be structurally similar to modern day 
concrete! Whatever the reasons are, the 
Pantheon is the only structure of its age and size 
that has successfully survived the damage of 
time and gravity, still intact with all its splendor 
and beauty. See the slide show. 

Concrete 
This site gives information of how the Pantheon was 

built – scroll down to Work begins(materials) 
in Pozzuoli, Italy (third paragraph) 

Concrete - was a material used in construction 
during the late Roman Republic until the fading 

of the Roman Empire. Roman concrete was 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d9zyhqOl1wQ
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Pont+du+Gard/@43.6525757,-4.3174945,1758242m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m12!1m6!3m5!1s0x12b5c8c248e704d5:0x26b17319f386eae2!2sPont+du+Gard!8m2!3d43.947566!4d4.53496!3m4!1s0x12b5c8c248e704d5:0x26b17319f386eae2!8m2!3d43.947566!4d4.53496
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fBiOoolZvmk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fBiOoolZvmk
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Mount+Vesuvius/@40.8223809,14.3938887,7423m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x133ba508f1413feb:0x9cbfa7aa9376793d!8m2!3d40.822383!4d14.4289058
https://teachersfirst.com/single.php?id=16751
https://teachersfirst.com/single.php?id=16751
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermal_energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_bombings_of_Hiroshima_and_Nagasaki
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_bombings_of_Hiroshima_and_Nagasaki
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Reawakened+Ancient+City:+Archaeological+Areas+of+Pompeii/@40.7503255,14.4826575,15z/data=!4m8!1m2!2m1!1s+Pompeii,+Italy+Historical!3m4!1s0x0:0x5045987c0d88ead6!8m2!3d40.7488114!4d14.5007756
https://www.google.com/maps/@41.8985468,12.4768733,3a,75y,348.83h,105.06t/data=!3m8!1e1!3m6!1sAF1QipPBJyx8DaRV8vlIE_HUnaBREsQJAnhHS4Y3F_8j!2e10!3e11!6shttps:%2F%2Flh5.googleusercontent.com%2Fp%2FAF1QipPBJyx8DaRV8vlIE_HUnaBREsQJAnhHS4Y3F_8j%3Dw203-h100-k-no-pi-0-ya38.987194-ro-0-fo100!7i10000!8i5000
https://www.google.com/maps/@41.8986578,12.4768049,3a,75y,130.64h,172.32t/data=!3m8!1e1!3m6!1sAF1QipPG1fNdFUsWHAEQRTDXwWrLTUiq2bauA_PBi9Fx!2e10!3e11!6shttps:%2F%2Flh5.googleusercontent.com%2Fp%2FAF1QipPG1fNdFUsWHAEQRTDXwWrLTUiq2bauA_PBi9Fx%3Dw203-h100-k-no-pi-0-ya41.862247-ro-0-fo100!7i10240!8i5120
http://romeonsegway.com/10-facts-about-the-pantheon/
http://www.monolithic.org/domes-more/the-pantheon-rome-126-ad
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pozzuoli
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Republic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Empire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concrete
http://www.pontdugard.fr/en/ancient-work-art
http://www.history.com/topics/ancient-history/pompeii/videos/deconstructing-history-pompeii
https://www.google.com/maps/@40.7505348,14.489486,3a,75y,149.6h,57.33t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1sssIYkn2rWeCp0j4ettcgmQ!2e0!7i13312!8i6656
https://www.google.com/maps/@41.8991996,12.4768504,3a,75y,182.1h,101.65t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1sa0MwlFN4HGN2LFUoFvXGsA!2e0!7i13312!8i6656


 
PBS - Roman City 

 

based on a hydraulic setting cement. Recently, it 
has been found that it materially differs in 

several ways from modern concrete which is 
based on Portland cement. Roman concrete is 

durable due to its incorporation of volcanic ash, 
which prevents cracks from spreading. 

Watch David Macaulay’s (animated movie) PBS -
 Roman City by clicking the picture. One section 
starting at 20:40 discusses concrete. Macaulay 
also visits Pompeii, Herculaneum, Ostia, Nimes, 

Orange, and Rome, to view actual Roman 
architecture. 

 
 

Circus Maximus 
Chariot Scene in Ben-Hur – 4:17 

 
Map 

Circus Maximus is an ancient Roman chariot 
racing stadium and mass entertainment venue 
located in Rome. Located between the Aventine 
and Palatine hills, it was the first and largest 
stadium in ancient Rome and its later Empire. It 
could accommodate over 150,000 spectators. 
Teams of Reds, Whites, Greens and Blues raced 
on either four-horse or two-horse chariots which 
would complete seven laps per race. Todays view 
(CTRL) Click the picture for a video. 

Appian Way 

 
Map 

The Appian Way - initially started out as a flat 
dirt surface on which small stones and mortar 
were laid. After that, they placed gravel and 
topped it with a series of interlocking stones 
which provided a relatively level surface for 
people traveling along Via Appia. It is said the 
stones stuck together extremely well to the 
extent that you could not distinguish the joints in 
the road. However, the surface today is quite 
rough because most of the cement was eroded 
over time. Drainage ditches were also made on 
either sides of the Appian Way to prevent it from 
being flooded. (CTRL) Click the Appian Way Map 
– to start the trip to Brindisi, Apulia. Drag the 
figure to the road to start the journey.  
(CTRL) Click the picture for a video. 

 

 

The Roman road ran 53,000 miles. It connected 
Rome with places like Spain to Persia. In David 
Macaulay’s Roman City he shows the roads of 
Pompeii at 27:42. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydraulic_cement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portland_cement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volcanic_ash
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K7Yds8bWz4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=frE9rXnaHpE
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Circus+Maximus/@41.8861334,12.4851335,15z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x68110dfa2da8d96c!8m2!3d41.8861334!4d12.4851335
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aventine_Hill
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palatine_Hill
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Rome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Empire
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Circus+Maximus/@41.8861334,12.4851335,15z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x68110dfa2da8d96c!8m2!3d41.8861334!4d12.4851335
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=14wmW0bEjSM3JvBods-waZIww6wo&hl=en_US&ll=41.18264596361653%2C15.192483000000038&z=7
http://virtualglobetrotting.com/map/ruins-and-tombs-along-the-appian-way/view/google/
http://googlesightseeing.com/2012/09/via-appia-antica/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K7Yds8bWz4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K7Yds8bWz4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tNmPJmxajwI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LkIMjtfAj1s


Building Roads 

 
Catacombs 

 
Catacomb of Callixtus 

Map 

Catacombs – can be found along the Appian 
Way. The Roman custom was cremation 
after which the burnt remains were kept in 
a pot, ash-chest or urn, often in a 
columbarium. Early Christians used 
underground burial places under Rome, 
Italy, of which there are at least forty, 
some discovered only in recent decades. 
Christians also preferred burial to 
cremation because of their belief in bodily 
resurrection at the Second Coming. From 
about the 2nd century AD, inhumation 
(burial of unburnt remains) became more 
fashionable, in graves or sarcophagi, often 
elaborately carved, for those who could 
afford them. (CTRL) Click the picture for a 
video. 

Forum 

 
Map 

The Forum - was ancient Rome's showpiece 
center, a grandiose district of temples, basilicas 
and vibrant public spaces. The forum was a 
rectangular forum (plaza) surrounded by the 
ruins of several important ancient government 
buildings at the center of the city of Rome. 
Citizens of the ancient city referred to this space, 
originally a marketplace, as the Forum. The 
Surviving structures are the following: earliest 
shrines and temples were Tabularium, Gemonian 
stairs, Temple of Saturn, Temple of Vespasion, 
and Titus, Arch of Septimius Severus, Curia 
Julia, Rostra.  the Regia, the Temple of Vesta, 
Temple of Caesar, Temple of Castor, and 
Pollux. This is a diagram of the forum.  
KhanAcademy Article - diagram  
(CTRL) Click the picture for a video. 

Baths of Caracalla Baths of Caracalla - This video explains the 
whole bath system. Video lecture.  
The public baths were among the greatest gifts 
given by the rulers of Rome. Everywhere the 
Romans conquered, they brought the custom of 
the bath house. Visitors at the baths started at 
the cozy tepidarium, and then moved to hot, 
steamy caldarium. If a person had aches and 
pains they went to the hottest chamber, called 
the laconicum. Both men and women could also 

https://www.google.com/maps/@41.8608245,12.5087505,3a,75y,124.78h,95.3t/data=!3m8!1e1!3m6!1sAF1QipN5tyRSBRbytNMNF8ULy2ZCEXBPDyl3P6spmSVn!2e10!3e11!6shttps:%2F%2Flh5.googleusercontent.com%2Fp%2FAF1QipN5tyRSBRbytNMNF8ULy2ZCEXBPDyl3P6spmSVn%3Dw203-h100-k-no-pi0-ya315.5677-ro-0-fo100!7i7680!8i3840
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Columbarium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Coming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarcophagus
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Roman+Forum/@41.892419,12.485326,3a,90y,173.2h,90.44t/data=!3m8!1e1!3m6!1sAF1QipNTWuI3rZ1GcghjxUZBZYfDk-OzGtr8gHl4cn0W!2e10!3e11!6shttps:%2F%2Flh5.googleusercontent.com%2Fp%2FAF1QipNTWuI3rZ1GcghjxUZBZYfDk-OzGtr8gHl4cn0W%3Dw203-h100-k-no-pi-0-ya105.4485-ro-0-fo100!7i2563!8i1227!4m12!1m6!3m5!1s0x0:0xfa914007c0ec7de6!2sRoman+Forum!8m2!3d41.8924623!4d12.485325!3m4!1s0x0:0xfa914007c0ec7de6!8m2!3d41.8924623!4d12.485325
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forum_%28Roman%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plaza
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temple_of_Vesta
http://historum.com/ancient-history/25617-graphics-illustrations-maps-diagrams.html
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ancient-art-civilizations/roman/beginners-guide-rome/a/forum-romanum-the-roman-forum
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=siHCf77RI7g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cIHGlj_MoxY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0HTeWERWaJ4


 
Map 

 

exercise and then cool off in the coldest 
swimming pool called the frigidarium. Locations 
at the baths also accommodated haircuts, 
reading scrolls from the library, beauty 
treatment, and even a massage.     

Toilets 

 

 
From Roman City -31:09 

Toilets – Toilets back in the days of the Romans 
did not have stalls like we have today. So there 
would be no passing a roll of Charmin to the last 
stall. It would be more like pass the sponge on 
the end of a stick sitting in a container of water 
to the person in need. So, you didn’t get your 

own sponge, it was more like a community item. 
See in Roman City-31:09 

 

 
Theater of Pompey 
Roman City - 39:17 

 

The Theater of Pompey - The Romans copied 
the Greeks on building the theater seating steep 
so the actor’s voices would carry better. The 
Romans added a fancy backdrop to the stage 
that often looked like a house or street front. 
The stage would also be decorated with 
paintings, decorated columns and doors for the 
actors to exit. Romans built huge theaters to 
host plays, for thousands of people to watch and 
be entertained.  
Behind the backdrop was a complex of fountains 

https://www.google.com/maps/@41.8786171,12.4922791,3a,75y,54.57h,90t/data=!3m7!1e1!3m5!1s9F1DcJVQhiNnRAw0UYycWQ!2e0!6s%2F%2Fgeo3.ggpht.com%2Fcbk%3Fpanoid%3D9F1DcJVQhiNnRAw0UYycWQ%26output%3Dthumbnail%26cb_client%3Dmaps_sv.tactile.gps%26thumb%3D2%26w%3D203%26h%3D100%26yaw%3D46.29858%26pitch%3D0%26thumbfov%3D100!7i13312!8i6656
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K7Yds8bWz4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K7Yds8bWz4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K7Yds8bWz4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pe3WEEpeHVs


Map 

 
All that’s left of the Pompey Theater 

and statues. Along the stretch of the covered 
arcade were rooms dedicated to the exposition of 
art and other works collected by Pompey . A 
curia was used for political meetings. The senate 
would often use this building along with a 
number of temples and halls that satisfied the 
requirements for their formal meetings. The 
curia is infamous as the place where Julius 
Caesar was murdered by the Liberatores of the 
Roman Senate and elite. 
This Internet site gives more information on the 
theater and Caesar. 

 
Theater (reconstructed) on Present Day Map 

Tiber River 

 
Map 

Tiber River - The Tiber is the third-longest river 
in Italy, rising in the Apennine Mountains in 
Emilia-Romagna and flowing 406 kilometers 
through Tuscany, Umbria and Lazio, where it is 
joined by the river Aniene. 

Capitoline She Wolf 

 
Map 

Capitoline Wolf – The citizens of Rome told an 
interesting story about Rome’s founding. They 
believed Rome was founded by the twin sons of 
Mars, Romulus and Remus. Left to die by an evil 
king, the boys were rescued by a she wolf. Later 
when Remus made fun of a sacred ceremony, 
Romulus killed him thus giving his name for the 
city.  
 
 

  

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Hotel+Teatro+di+Pompeo+Srl/@41.8955108,12.4386919,13z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x132f604f4036ec49:0xce9a812f2a78b7e1!8m2!3d41.8955068!4d12.4737108
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arcade_%28architecture%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pompey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Curia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julius_Caesar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julius_Caesar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberatores
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Senate
https://www.maquettes-historiques.net/P16b.html
https://www.maquettes-historiques.net/P16b.html
http://romeonrome.com/2014/12/finding-pompeys-theater-in-the-campo-marzio/
https://www.google.com/maps/place/River+Tiber/@41.9032749,12.488415,13z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x1325f4349d4f63e7:0x68dd0d561c8baefc!8m2!3d42.2147292!4d12.4154146
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Capitoline+Wolf/@41.8931642,12.4836123,15z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x25c180859ec7c4be!8m2!3d41.8931642!4d12.4836123


The Arch 

 
 

Milvian Bridge 

Arch – It was the Sumerians who invented the 
arch but it was the Romans who perfected it and 
combined it with their invention of concrete. The 
arch provided support for bridges, aqueducts, 
roads, roads, amphitheaters as well as theaters.  
 

Double Click the picture below to build an Arch – Click the Foundation button first 

 
Colossus 

 
All that remains of the Colossus of Nero is 
the pedestal. It was possibly destroyed during 
the Sack of Rome in 410, or toppled in one of a 

series of fifth-century earthquakes, and its metal 
scavenged. However, it is also possible that the 
statue was still standing during the Middle Ages, 
because a poem by Bede (c. 672–735) says: As 
long as the Colossus stands, Rome will stand, 

when the Colossus falls, Rome will also fall, when 
Rome falls, so falls the world. 

Colossus of Nero 
This bronze statue was created by Greek 
architect Zenodorus during Nero’s reign. The 
statue was about 103 feet tall. 

 
After Nero died the Emperor Vespasian added a 
sun-ray crown and renamed it Colossus Solis, 

after the Roman sun god Sol. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sack_of_Rome_%28410%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greeks
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Zenodorus_%28architect%29&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vespasian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sol_%28mythology%29



 
 

 
Colosseum 

Inside the Colosseum 
GoogleMap Outside 

 
 

Colosseum – This was the most impressive site 
to visit in Rome because it’s made out of 
concrete. For 500 years, this stadium welcomed 
throngs of Romans to watch their “favorite 
games.” The entertainment staged here was 
brutal. From gladiators to animal killings 
everything was designed to make the bloody 
contests amazing and spectacular. Beneath the 
smooth Egyptian sand of the arena floor was a 
maze of passages, cells, cages, and mechanical 
lifts which allowed workers to get the gladiators 
and animals up and onto the floor – sometimes 
even through hidden trap doors. 

 
Double click the video below then click Resume or Go to start 

 
Other Resources 
Roman City - 40:27 

History Channel -1:38 

http://virtualglobetrotting.com/map/inside-the-roman-coliseum/view/google/
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Kolosseum,+Piazza+del+Colosseo,+1,+00184+Roma,+Italien/Via+Volturno,+34,+00185+Roma,+Italien/@41.8975416,12.4869845,827a,35y,132.82h,44.67t/data=!3m1!1e3!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x132f61b6532013ad:0x28f1c82e908503c4!2m2!1d12.4922309!2d41.8902102!1m5!1m1!1s0x132f61a73cfa78d3:0x343af47f68e813a9!2m2!1d12.4999144!2d41.9044066!3e3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K7Yds8bWz4
http://www.history.com/topics/ancient-history/colosseum



Tour of Buildings – 11:26 
Virtual Colosseum – 5:58 

 
Pont du Gard, Mount Vesuvius, Speed Bumps, Pantheon, Concrete, Circus Maximus, 

The Appian Way, Catacombs, The Forum, Baths of Caracalla, Toilets, Theater of 
Pompey, Tiber River, Capitoline Wolf, The Arch,  Colossus of Nero, Colosseum

 

 

 

 

Correct Answers 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mrU7qAx4w5A
http://colosseumlives.com/
http://googlesightseeing.com/2012/09/via-appia-antica/



 

Double Click to Activate 

 

Double Click to Activate – Spin the wheel – then click correct answer 

 

Correct Answers  




Pont du Gard 
Tallest Roman structure 
Located near Nimes, France 
Really just a three story bridge 
Roman aqueduct in France 

Mount Vesuvius 
Blast from the past that happened August 24, 79A.D. right around lunch time 
Destroyed the cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum 
The eruption created a cloud of debris 12 miles high in the atmosphere 
The volcanic ash covered Pompeii and Herculaneum 16 feet deep 
The eruption was hundred thousand times more powerful than the Hiroshima - Nagasaki bombings 
It was as hot as 1299 degrees Fahrenheit 

Pantheon 
Comes from a Greek term which means to 'honor all Gods' 
Largest unreinforced dome in the world 
It has an eye called an Oculus 
 This building has perfect proportions. The top to bottom measurement equals the diameter 

Circus Maximus 

 Largest stadium in ancient Rome 
Designed for chariot races 
Capacity for 250,000 spectators 
Races lasted for seven times around the track - about seven miles 
Both the chariot and the charioteers were in the team colors of (red, white, green, and blue) 

Concrete 
Volcanic ash, minerals, lime, and chunks of volcanic rock 
Used for buildings, bridges, and roads 
This Roman material last longer than today's counterpart 

Appian Way 
One of the earliest roads in Roman history 
It connected Rome to the city of Brindisi 
It was the main route for military troops and supplies 
It shows that the Romans were masters of road construction 
It started the phrase 'all roads lead to Rome' 

Catacombs 
Some of the art in this location includes a fish for Christ or a dove for peace of heaven 
Made popular in the Indiana Jones movie 
Some are along the Appian Way 
About forty of these sites exist or have been discovered 

Forum 
Main plaza in Ancient Rome 
Contains ruins of government buildings 
Located in the valley of the Capitoline and Palatine Hills 



Roman Bath 

A place to exercise, get a massage, read a scroll, or get beauty treatments. Called the palaestra 
The tepidarium - from the Latin tepidus, which means mild -a luke-warm bath 
After the tepidarium was the caldarium which was a hot bath 
Next if your choose was the frigidarium which was a cold bath 

Toilets 
The public ones were arranged for conversation 
Separated by sex - but same fixtures 
The Charmin was a sea sponge on a stick 
Contents were flushed out with waste water 

Theater 
These were built with steep seating for better sound 
These were copied from the Greeks however they included a backdrop 
On the day of Caesar's assassination, it took place in a theater curia 

Tiber River 
This flows west of the city of Rome 
Third longest (252 miles) in Italy being superseded by the Po (405 miles) and Adige (255 miles) 
Saint Peter's cathedral is on this location as well as the Vatican 

Colossus 
103 feet tall bronze statue made for the emperor Nero 
It took 24 elephants to move it to the area in front of the Colosseum 
 A sun-ray crown was added and it was renamed Colossus Solis 

Colosseum 

Still the largest amphitheater in the world 
 60,000 Jewish slaves built this in 9 years 
50,000 people could enter it and it would only take about 20 minutes for everybody to find their seat, due to 84 gates 
400,000 people lost their life and over a million wild animals were slaughtered here 
The wooden floor of this building could be removed and filled with water for mock naval battles 
Egyptian sand of the arena floor soaked blood better here 
Romans had the earliest form of a Sky dome. If it rained they stretched a red canvas over the entire top 
Outside was decorated with the three types of columns (Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian) 
Keystone, Voussoir, Impost, and Pier were all part of the ______ ______. 

Roman Arch 
Provided support for bridges, aqueducts, roads, roads, amphitheaters as well as theaters.  ______ ______. 
Later replaced with the Gothic and flat ______ 
The _____ _____ allowed for bigger buildings, longer roads, and better aqueducts 
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